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Commitment to the environment

Waste management

Fossil fuels and CO2 emissions

The amount of waste produced by
Amadeus is limited to standard office use,
since we don’t manufacture any product
subject to be disposed. Over the last years,
several measures have been put in place to
minimise the amount of waste, including:

In 2011 we have broadened the scope of
our CO2 reporting to include emissions
from natural gas and diesel, and generally
included our top 10 largest sites as
opposed to only two reported last year.
For this reason the figures of the report
this year don’t match the report of 2010.

>
In our largest sites, where we have
canteens / restaurants for employees,
like in Sophia Antipolis we have put in
place containers to classify waste and
facilitate recycling. Generally there are
three different containers for plastic,
paper and organic materials, and glass.
>
As indicated above, recycling bins are
located next to the printers in largest
sites and we are encouraging the broader
implementation of this measure.

With regards to fossil fuels combustion,
our offices in Erding, Frankfurt and
London use diesel and natural gas for
heating and guaranteeing uninterrupted
power supply. Their consumption is
included in the table below:
Following the Green House Gas protocol
standards, CO2 emissions are reported in
the table below:

A critical success factor for our
improvement in 2011 in scope 2
emissions was our agreement with our
electricity provider for the Amadeus Data
Centre in Erding that managed to reduce
CO2 emissions per kWh from 291 to 171,
with the positive consequence regarding
emissions. Also important was our
continuous improvement in efficiency,
as demonstrated in the figure above, by
which we keep reducing the amount of
power required per transaction. This is a
fundamental effort since the number of
transactions keeps growing year over year.
On the other hand, our geographical
expansion and business growth are
mainly the reasons for our rise in scope
3 emissions, mainly due to increased
number of business trips24 .

> Some premises, like in our headquarters
in Madrid, have located battery
containers in each floor so employees
can dispose batteries easily.
>
Some or our premises, like our new
building in Miami forms part of a
full recycling program run by the City
authorities. The recycling is facilitated
since all trash is collected in one container
and duly classified at the recycling facility.
> In other sites, like in Bangkok, we have
taken a more active role by asking our
landlord to facilitate the separation
of glass and plastic. We have also
encouraged staff to use the recycling bins.
Despite our attempts, reporting for
waste is difficult since different sites use
different concepts for measuring and
total amounts are generally estimated
rather than measured. In the future
though we plan to pay special attentions
to those materials that can be easier
tracked for Amadeus, like paper; and
manage through external providers the
reporting of other materials that are not
really linked to Amadeus operations, like
rubble disposal after building works.

24	Emissions from business trips include CO

Fossil fuels consumption and trends
Fossil fuels
Natural gas (GJ)

2009
22,553

Trend Natural gas
Diesel (GJ)

1,713

Trend Diesel

2010

2011

23,517

19,959

4%

-15%

1,802

1,743

5%

-3%

Greenhouse gas emissions
CO2 emissions (t)
Scope 1. Direct emissions (fossil fuels)
Scope 2. Indirect emissions from purchased
electricity
Scope 3. Indirect emissions from other
sources
Total emissions
Trend

2009

2010

2011

1,310

1,367

1,175

18,493

19,470

17,161

3,548

3,946

5,084

23,351

24,783

23,419

6.1%

-5.5%

emissions from air transport for trips managed in our top seven sites worldwide. We have used the International Civil
2
Aviation Organisation carbon calculator to estimate emissions per passenger.

